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About This Game

DARTHY wakes up in the hospital and soon finds out he must release the souls of the robots imprisoned in the Gold Doubloons
(Gold Coins) by the Giant Space Pirates. Help DARTHY Roll, Bounce, Crash, Fly, and Die to free the unfortunate souls.

DARTHY is a Simple Pixel Platformer based on old school mechanics.

Made with my kids Kaleb & Jeya play testing.
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FEATURES

◉ 10+ Buildings w/ Old School Checkpoints
◉ Pixel Art

◉ Double Jump & Fireball
◉ Collect Coins to help the Robots

◉ Real-time physics
◉ Prepare to die. A lot!

◉ Security Ballz

https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=399054255
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good game but when is the next update?. The terrible FMV just adds to this cheesy game. Occasionally it fails to register a click
or has an inconveniently small hotspot, but that aside, it seems to be bug free for me. Puzzles are quite original and the HOG
scenes are well themed, with fewer random junk heaps than most games. The story makes very little sense, so a typical HOG in
that respect. Anyhoo, I had 6.8 hours of fun and consider this thing a bargain.. G59 till the grave. The original was amazing and
the sequel is nothing short of incredible! This is a must have game for anyone who enjoys TD and strategy games, I simply
could not rate this highly enough. The ways you can customize your skills and towers is terrific, offering a depth unmatched by
many TD games. The levels are diverse and highly replayable. It is impossible to say enough good things about this game..
Reminds me of Dear Esther. A phenomenal and peaceful little game.

A must buy if you're looking to spend a relaxing evening in this world.
Really puts a smile on your face.. Short but interesting\/moving little visual novel, telling the persoanl story of a family and those
they meet, during a time of trouble. The nature\/causes\/politics of the troubles are not discussed as the narrative is very tightly
focussed on a very small number of characters. There are number of branching possibilities which occur based on your narrative
choices. Some seem a little arbitrary and there isn't always an obvious causal link but the game is so short, it's easy to get all the
endings through trial and error. The art style is appealing, though some assets, primarily the non-central characters, are reused
with differing shading\/colouration. That isn't surprising though, given that the game was made in 4 days. All in all, it's a nice
little VN, telling an important story for a good cause. I'm yet to play the other games in the compilation, but this one is a very
nice start. Recommended.. Ship combat is fun and something I haven't seen other VR games do. Some of the voice actors are
great, short game but worth giving it a go.. I don't know why people haven't tagged it this way, but its obvious that this game is a
roguelite behind the messages and themes that it contains. Jason Oda covers the whole story aspect pretty well in the about
section of the store page, so I will focus my review on the game beneath the facade.

The game mentions that you take on 6 out of 11 levels each playthrough, but these 11 levels appear to be split into two different
types where there arent any major differences other than the graphics/map layout for levels of the same type. The first type
being a tag/hide and seek with npcs and the second, more frequent kind, is an open town where you talk with the npcs and try to
gather keys,resources, and information. This repetition would be boring if it wasn't for the short minigames in between.

There are at least 5 different types of minigames ranging from platforming to Galaga to zelda dungeons and these different
types can come in varying difficulties. If you succeed at the minigames, there is much to gain, especially if you play them
perfectly, but they can also be rather dangerous

First off of the roguelite checklist, randomness. Random characters, random levels, random npcs, random minigames,
randumb... The first two don't really make a difference, but the random npcs are what make the game. You'll have to get clues
and keys from these npcs, but not all are to be trusted. The npcs never seem to lie about information, so aside from getting some
nonsense one liner that wastes your time talking to the npc, the worst they will do is sell you a trapped room. However, since you
can get free, safe rooms from the rounds, the npcs really are the least of your problems. The information from the npcs will
make otherwise random choices definite, but if you are really desperate for time or resources you can guess questions, although
you don't really need to do that to beat the game.

The worst of all randomness is the lightning. The first kind of lightning is used to pave the way to an exit, but there are several
exits and its possible that your lightning will hit an empty space, so it is easy for the lighting to be spread out and still not have
an exit. These rolls will make or break your runs, they are the difference between having to focus all of your resources just to
make it to the next level and being able to safely farm resources with impunity. Then there is the matter of having to find shelter
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in the storms. The randomness here has the potential to be more punishing when you have few buildings. Some buildings can
take 1 or 2 lightning bolts and still stand for the next storm, but too few buildings and these tankier buildings are likelier to be
destroyed. Despite all of the possible ways you can get ♥♥♥♥ed by the dice, you do have a decent bit of leeway to messup.
Even if you get a few bad dice rolls, you should be able to make those up with resources from playing the minigames well.

Then there is the matter of death. You can use your various resources to get second chances once you 'die', but when you run out
of those, you must start from the beginning. Additionally, the penalty when using buildings to revive gets increasingly severe,
while using money to revive, while a static cost, will prevent you from getting more buildings/lightning.

What do you get for replaying this game? Mostly you just get to see different specs of story/dialogue; however, actually seeking
out the in game diaries will be detrimental to progressing to the end, but I suppose that's just part of the message with this kind
of game. You'll see the different level art styles and see some different minigames, but thats about it. Some roguelites require
you to play the game over and over to get direct benefits or crucial knowledge, but any useful knowledge is rerolled with each
new game aside from knowing how to play a specific minigame.

In the end, its not close to being the hardest game of the genre since you dont need a truly perfect run to beat the game, but it
isn't too simple either. Players have the option of playing the way the developer would, but you could also speedrun it too if you
wanted to. I recommend both playing to win and playing to explore in order to get the most out of this game. Finally, for your
own sanity, do not play this game in full screen mode unless you want to make it even harder, perhaps impossible.. Really...
Demo coming out after the game? Feel like i wasted money cause i dont even enjoy the game, if the demo was out first i would
have saved my money.

My main issue is its very hard to be accurate, this and any other games that have a frisby style mechanic. Guns np but no matter
how much I adjust in a game like this I cant make it accurate. Really wish I had the demo first...Curious if any frisby enthusiasts
have played this to hear what they think regarding the physics.. Fun seek and find game, but way too short for $20. There's only
3 cases. New, as in Season 2 new not as in newly added to whatever was already there. There is no replay unless you start a new
profile and no freeplay after it's completed. Rather disappointed in this purchase, even at a holiday discount.
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It is what is claims to be: an easy-operation F1 racer. There's no career mode, no multiplayer, no customization or tuning your
vehicle, just four tracks, three cars and the AI drivers. It's a throwback to arcade racers of yesteryear and that's fine. There are
Steam leaderboards for all the courses, so you can compare your times against other players'. Works great without VR
equipment! The transparent wheel is present in all views, which is kind of weird.

I would've liked to be able to tweak controller settings more, but alas.. despite me really wanting to like this game i just cant
recommend it, the updates always seem promising and always let me down. When the multiplayer update was announced i was
thrilled but it turned out to be 1v1\u00b4s PVP wich i found dissapointing. After wich the game promised new mechanics wich
it eventually brought at a very slow pace wich changed little to actual gameplay and when the chapter 4 released i cant help but
feel dissapointed yet again, they worked on it for a very long time and i finished it on insane difficulty in barely a few hours.
unless you know that the game is good in your taste now you can buy it but dont expect it to get better fast despite what the news
about the game makes you think.. Just look at that price! How can you beat that price?! I spend that on so many useless things
that I never even use besides maybe once.

Anyways to the review :)

This game has quite a bit going for it. It's a rail style shooter in which you are placed in a mine cart of sorts and have to defend
yourself against the robots that are coming at you. I died several times on normal mode so I can only imagine how challenging
hard mode can be. This is something that I really enjoy in games in general not just vr games, a challenge.

The developer has also added in an optional locomotion system that you can try out whether it be to work out some or just mess
around with you can change your players movement from automatic where you are just riding in the cart to being moved by
jogging in place. This does a couple things.

  Give you a pretty decent workout if you play for prolonged periods of time - Check
  Make the game more challenging if you find yourself too boss at the regular missions - CHEck
  Make you look like a fool - CHECK!!

In all seriousness the shooting feels very solid in this game and for only $3 you can't go wrong!

Definitely worth picking up.

(Below is a link to a gameplay commentary I made of this game, so if you are curious of how the game plays then check it out!)

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=723389977. Wow - The Reviews were absolutely right - Run For
Your Life! This is an Assault on good judegement - Reviews Are NOT Mixed - They are majority Negative. You've already
read about the awful camera angle, bad mechanics, dull story.

My Dad would say, "Never beat a dead horse," meaning not to labor a point that's already been made. So lemme be brief.

The subtitle translations can barely pass for English. The voiceovers are comical. Anybody remember Natasha & Boris
Badanoff from Bullwinkle & Rocky cartoons. Thats where "Get Moose & Squirrel" would come off sounding like "Geet Mus
und Skveral." Yep, this is one lousy Russian Fail. Even though I only paid pennies for this game, it was a big waste of valuable
time. You've been warned..... by most of the Reviewers on this page. Cheers. Lots of positives here - great mechanics, graphics -
engaging in single player. Decent sound. I really want this one to work. There are not many people online for multiplayer but
that's the case for most Vive mp games right now.

Also a few 'bugs' still (or things I don't understand). Teleporting seems to not like certain spots on the map. Weapons selection at
the beginning - and usage in the round - can be clunky, I'm sure it's possible to end up with a load out where you cant use all the
weapons. Weapon re-loading seems erratic or I'm missing something. And re-spawning sometimes is instant or can take a while.
Where's the manual and I'll see if these are parts of the game!

I sill thisnk this has the potential to be the the most polished Vive shooter.
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It's only one map for now but fingers crossed the devs are playing the long game and spotting what works and what doesn't and
the keep improving this. Very wholesome and good for a game that cost me $2.50. For all those like me who dreams of space!
Fun and interesting, with the randomness flavor so well put in it feels immersive. A++!. They added giant storage units to
support your dreams of building a giant mall. I haven't been to Miami but I've been to Hong Kong, and that's exactly what a
Project Highrise mall feels like to me.

The additional features are 'just right,' and I spent the better part of the night blasting through one of the new scenarios. In
addition to the bonus mall features, there are two new transit hubs (commuter rail and bus stops) which add more flavour - and
also introduce visitors coming from the "right side" of the building. It's a bunch of little things that add up to an excellent little
content expansion. I'm very satisfied with the purchase.

I have tons of respect for the developers for doing a small but important gesture for fans of the game: adding a bonus discount
to the already inexpensive content pack - kudos for that, much appreciated and respected.

Bonus: the mall "kiosks" including a car demo stand which will no doubt make you want to ask, "do you come with the car?".
Just not enough of a game for me. Interesting mechanics and the developers thoroughly explore the gameplay potential of the
design space of the mechanics through the various characters.

Every map looks the same after seven missions. All the text in the game uses a really really really ugly ugly ugly ugly font. The
shop menu doesn't scale correctly to 1080p.

Game is like a "toy that's amusing". It's not a "videogame that's fun". If they'd at least used a normal font they might've kept the
sale. Recommended as a toy.. A single-player strategy/puzzle game with a space opera background. The interface is intuitive and
a pleasure to use, and the price point is reasonable. Several levels of difficulty promise replayability. I recommend reducing the
difficulty while unfamiliar with the mechanics.
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